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Indian Market View 

Asian equities got much needed relief on Wednesday after upbeat U.S. earnings reports drove a 

rebound on Wall Street and helped restore confidence in emerging market stocks and currencies. 
U.S. stocks had jumped more than 2 percent on Tuesday in reaction to upbeat earnings reports 

from major companies including UnitedHealth and Goldman Sachs. Asia tracked a strong U.S. 

session after earnings handed investors a welcome distraction from trade tensions and rising 

yields. The dollar held declines and Treasuries were steady. The yield on 10-year Treasuries was 

steady at 3.16 percent. 

On Wall Street, the three major indexes tallied their biggest one-day percentage gains since March. 

The Dow jumped 2.17 percent or 547 points, while the S&P 500 climbed 2.15 percent or 59 points 

and the Nasdaq 2.89 percent or 214 points. 

Japan’s Nikkei225 Surge 370 points or 1.65%. ASX200 trading up 1.12%. ChinaA50 opened flat 

trading slightly up 0.3%. Kospi was up 1.33%. 

U.S. oil prices extended gains on Wednesday after industry data showed a surprise decline in U.S. 

crude inventories. The market has been supported by reports that Iranian crude exports may be 

falling faster than expected ahead of Nov. 4, the date sanctions on the commodity are due to start. 
U.S. WTI crude was up 35 cents, or 0.5 percent, at $72.27 a barrel by on Wednesday, having 

settled up 14 cents. Brent crude was up 36 cents, or 0.4 percent, at $81.77 a barrel, after settling 

up 63 cents the session before. The global benchmark, which hit a more than two-week low late 

last week as equity markets dropped, is trading about $5 below a four-year high of $86.74 marked 

on Oct. 3. 

The rupee climbed 35 paise to end at 73.48 per dollar on Tuesday. 

So far, SGX Nifty traded at 10703 (1.1%). Market likely to open gap up and maintain positive 

momentum on the day heavyweight Reliance to report its 2Q numbers post market. Market is 

factoring continued traction in retail venture which is at the moment a favored sector along with 

any positive surprise from ARPU in Jio, apart from subscriber addition. Core petroleum margins 

may be retained. Infy’s numbers have beaten street estimates marginally but margin did not get 

any boost on INR weakness.  FPIs could gradually think of reversing the flows if Rupee hardens and 

shows stability.  
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Noted Corporate Development 

 Cochin Shipyard said it will buy-back 44 lakh shares representing 3.23 percent of equity shares at Rs 

455 per share, aggregating to Rs 200 crore. The record date for buy-back is set for Oct. 31. 

 Lakshmi Machine Works said it will consider buy-back of equity shares on Oct. 22 

 IIFL Holdings’ wealth management arm acquired Chennai-based ‘Wealth Advisors India’ for Rs 253.6 

crore. This acquisition will increase the company’s client base and further expansion of wealth 

management in South India. 

 Lemon Tree Hotels signed a license property for 70 room property in Mumbai. The hotel is expected 

to be operational by June 2019. 

 NHPC: Baira Siul Power Station (180MW) in Himachal Pradesh said it was going for a complete 

shutdown for six months, starting Oct. 15 for renovation and modernization works. 

 NBCC signed a MoU with Ministry of External Affairs to construct convention center in West Africa’s 

Niger. Apart from this, the company said that eight more convention centers will come up in Africa, 

with the government spending for all these projects pegged at Rs 200 crore. 

 Federal Mogul Goetze (India) said its open offer for 25.02 percent capital, comprising 1.4 crore 

equity shares, will be offered to public at Rs 420.05 apiece by the America based acquirer Tenneco. 

The offer closing date is Dec. 12. 
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SGX Nifty: Daily and Weekly Chart  
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